Type L Lintel
Stopends
DAMP-PROOFING

•
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Adjusts for secure fit
Ensures consistent and compliant build de tail
Integral bonding strip in base
Suits wide range of styles and shapes

The adjustable Type L
can be used with most
popular shapes of lintel,
cavitray and DPC.
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Stopends are now
recognised as a necessity. In
1989 the B.R.E. published
their report, “Thermal
Insulation.... Avoiding Risks”.
(See 1/SfB(A3j)(M2)).
This report confirmed and
recommended the
precautions, which Cavity
Trays Ltd have for many
years advised merited
incorporation for long term
integrity of construction. Our
recommendations were
vindicated by this report. In
1994 the NHBC issued a
directive that stopends must
be used with lintels. The
effect of stopends is to
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units with their own
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Ltd in 1959, when a range
of tray styles, each with
integral stopends was made
available. 35 years after this
original development work
the use of stopends with
DPCs has become an
obligatory undertaking.
Stopends now form part of
the new British Standard
5628:3-2001.
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Type L90 This stopend has a 90°
upstand and is used with lintels,
trays and damp-courses rising
vertically in the cavity.
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The adjustable Type L can service
a wide range of sloping upstands
and cavity widths.
Cavities 50mm to 100mm
maximum on 150mm upstand rise.
Cavities to150mm on 225mm
upstand rise.

Total number of stopends = .....
Request liability/conformity
document upon completion.

ordering/regulations
See inside back cover for
details..
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